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Abstract
Within this work the ablation behaviour of both carbon and glass fibre reinforced epoxy resin was assessed when ablated
by a nanosecond-pulsed laser source emitting radiation in the ultra-violet spectrum. The investigation focussed on the
influences of pulse overlap, focus spot diameter and resulting fluence on process quality and machining time.
Results showed that ns-pulsed UV-lasers are capable of machining both types of fibre reinforced composites, while
achieving good quality surfaces without burn marks or otherwise heat-damaged areas.
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1. Motivation / State of the Art
Fibre reinforced composites gain significant importance in industrial product design. The wind energy
industry has been utilising glass fibre reinforced plastics (GFRP) for years. In addition, the aeronautical
industry is using carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) since the 1970s [Kjelgaard, 2012]. Recently, the
automotive industry entered the CFRP market in order to use the lightweight benefits of reinforced plastics to
reduce the fuel consumption of their products. As this development is expected to lead to a higher utilisation
of CFRP, other material related challenges arise. While this includes the economic production of CFRP parts
to satisfy the growing demand, focuses are also lying on recycling and repair strategies for those composites
[Feraboli et al., 2012, Schulz and Saunders, 2012].
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Especially composite repair strategies involve conventional material processing techniques. Fibre
reinforced plastics are a challenge to these techniques, due to their heterogeneous setup and in case of CFRP
the hardness of the carbon fibres boosts tool wear, thus increasing processing costs.
Therefore, alternative processing strategies utilise lasers. Instead of conventional milling, pulsed laser
radiation can be used to ablate material from large areas. As a non-contact tool the laser does not need to deal
with material related tool-wear, nor is the process quality affected by the difference in stiffness of matrix
material in comparison to the fibres. Concerning pulse duration, laser systems exist in ranges from
microseconds to femtoseconds. It is understood that pulse duration affects two major aspects of laser
processing: time and quality. Nanosecond (ns) pulsed systems are supposed to be a good compromise between
the required quality and industrial relevant processing times. The process quality is also influenced by the
chosen wavelength, with smaller wavelengths leading to better results [Takahashi et al., 2012].
While the laser has certain advantages, as mentioned above, compared to conventional milling machines,
there are also some drawbacks. On the one hand, a laser process is heat-based. Therefore, processing
strategies have to be optimised to not inflict heat-based damages [Dittmar et al., 2012, Niino and Kurosaki].
On the other hand, fibre reinforced plastics show different laser radiation transmission behaviours, which
means that certain wavelengths are not utilisable to process particular fibres (e.g. glass fibres with
near-infrared radiation).
Within this work it will be shown that ns-pulsed laser sources emitting radiation in the ultraviolet (UV)
spectrum allow the ablation of both glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics in industrial relevant processing
times.
Nomenclature
i index (1 = 167mm objective, 2 = 255mm objective)
dfs,i

focal spot diameter

dps,i process spot diameter
el,i energy per unit length
EP

pulse energy

f pulse repetition frequency
hi hatch distance
HP,i fluence
Li focal length
wavelength
pd,x/y pulse overlap (in x/y direction)
pe effective pulse overlap
PL laser output power
Ra surface roughness
t time
tp pulse duration
V volume
vi scanning velocity
v0 scanning velocity at 0 % pulse overlap pd,x/y
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2. Experimental
The experiments were performed using a Coherent AVIA 355-23 emitting in the UV-spectrum at a
= 355 nm. The pulse repetition frequency can be varied between f = 10 kHz and f = 200 kHz.
40 ns for frequencies of up to f = 90 kHz. Maximum average laser output
p
power is P L = 23.8 W and maximum pulse energy is EP = 360 μJ. The UV-laser beam is guided across the
material by a galvanometer scanner with an exchangeable objective f-theta-lens and a focus shifter to
vertically adjust the focus position. For the experiments performed, two different f-theta-lenses (focal lengths:
L1 = 167 mm and L2 = 255 mm) were used in order to generate focal spots of different diameters.
The experiments were performed on two types of plastics. One was reinforced with glass fibres, the other
one contained carbon fibres. Both CFRP and GFRP were non-crimped fabrics with unidirectional fibre
orientation. The samples raw dimensions had been approximately 100x100 mm² with the GFRP having a
thickness of about 10 mm and the CFRP being 4 mm thick.
Ablation is one of the major processes when it comes to the machining of fibre reinforced composites by
laser as it can be used to remove large quantities of material, to alter surface properties and to drill. For bulk
build-up

whether it is a crimped or non-crimped fabric different hatch strategies are applied.
e on different types of composites in terms of processing time
and quality, both CFRP and GFRP were ablated on an area of 20x20 mm².
The trials for both materials were performed with a laser output power of P L = 23.6 W, a pulse energy
EP = 295 μJ, a pulse repetition frequency of f = 80 kHz, and single-hatching. As already shown in earlier
investigations [Völkermeyer et al.], the surface quality is depending not only on the process parameters, but
also on the right hatch-strategy. Single-hatching means that the laser beam was guided only in a single
direction. In this case it
to achieve good results. The focal
plane was set at the top of the sample. The trials were performed twice per material utilising the very same
process parameters but changing the objective. As this allowed to change the diameter of the focal spot d fs, the
fluence was altered. Objective 1 had a focal length of L1 = 167 mm, which lead to a focal spot diameter of
dfs,1 = 20 μm. Objective 2 with a focal length of L2 = 255 mm provides a diameter of dfs,2 = 48 μm. Table 1
summarises the objective parameters.
Table 1. Objective parameters

parameter

unit

objective 1

objective 2

Focal length Li

[mm]

167

255

Focal spot diameter dfs,i

[μm]

20

Focal spot area

[mm²]

Fluence HP,i

[J/mm²]

314 x 10
0.94

48
-6

1809 x 10-6
0.16

To determine the effect of different pulse overlaps on the machining of fibre reinforced composites, the
processing was performed with a pulse overlap in both x- and y-direction of pd,x/y = (-50, -25, 0, 25, 50) % in
respect of the focal spot diameter dfs,i. A negative pulse overlap means a distance between two single pulses
that is bigger than the spot diameter dfs,i. Therefore, the scanning velocity vi and hatch-distance hi were chosen
according to the following equations (1) to (3), where v0 is the scanning speed necessary for 0 % pulse
overlap. Choosing pulse overlaps like this, leads to different energies per unit lengths, which are calculated
according to equation (4).
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f dfs,i = v0
1 pd,x = vi / v0
1 pd,y = hi / dfs,i
el,i = PL / vi

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The following table 2 shows the machining parameters dependent on the pulse overlap.
Table 2. Machining parameters

pulse overlap

objective 1

objective 2

pd,x/y [%]

v1 [mm/s]

h1 [μm]

el,1 [mJ/mm]

v2 [mm/s]

h2 [μm]

el,2 [mJ/mm]

50

800

10

29.50

1920

24

12.29

25

1200

15

19.67

2880

36

8.19

0

1600

20

14.75

3840

48

6.15

-25

2000

25

11.80

4800

60

4.92

-50

2400

30

9.83

5760

72

4.10

To demonstrate the ablation of bulk material, the aforementioned areas of 20x20 mm² were scanned with
the laser 50 times. Afterwards, the focus was lowered by 2 mm using the focus shifter and the area was
hatched for another 50 cycles.
3. Results
The experiments conducted on the samples made of CFRP and GFRP were evaluated with respect to
processing time, amount of material removed, the ablated surface
and heat effects on the
surrounding cutting edge.
Table 3 shows the time needed to hatch a field of 20x20 mm² during a single cycle dependent on the pulse
overlap.
Table 3. Processing times per cycle

pulse overlap

objective 1

objective 2

pd,x/y [%]

t [s]

t [s]

50

65

15

25

32

8

0

20

5

-25

14

4

-50

11

3

The amount of material removed was determined by depth measurements relative to the surface of the
specimen. The graphs in figure 1 show the energy needed to ablate one unit volume dependent on pulse
overlap and fluence.
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Fig. 1. Energy per unit volume necessary to remove material dependent on pulse overlap pd,x/y and the utilised fluencies

Comparing the results from fluencies HP,1 and HP,2, it can be seen that GFRP needs less energy to be
removed. The rise of GFRP passed CFRP for overlaps p d,x/y > 25 % is supposed to be linked to the massive
melting and re-solidifying of the glass-fibres, eventually putting a constrain on the further material removal,
leading to a higher amount of energy necessary to remove material. Apart from this, objective 1 shows that
using a pulse overlap of pd,x/y < 0 % is more effective to ablate fibre reinforced plastics (FRP), when high
fluencies are used.
At a fluence of HP,2, a pulse overlap of pd,x/y < 0 % is not big enough to effectively ablate material, which is
explained by the significantly lower fluence of HP,2 = 0.16 J/mm² compared to HP,1 = 0.94 J/mm². At this point
both of the FRP are merely altered at the surface.
Investigating the amount of material removed per second, it can be seen that a fluence of HP,1 allows the
ablation of both FRP with a pulse overlap pd,x/y = 50 %, whereas the fluence HP,2 is not high enough to enable
pulse distances in this range, resulting in a peak value for both tested materials at around pd,x/y = 0 % (see
figure 2).

Fig. 2. Material removal rate dependent on pulse overlap pd,x/y and the utilised fluencies
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The quality of the ablated surface was evaluated using a confocal microscope to measure the roughness of
the surface. Figure 3 depicts the surface roughness for GFRP and CFRP

Fig. 3. Pictures showing surface topography of GFRP [pd,x/y = 50 %, HP,1 = 0.94 J/mm²] (left)
and CFRP [pd,x/y = 50 %, HP,2 = 0.16 J/mm²] (right)

In order to measure the roughness of the ablated surfaces, the effective process spot diameter dps,i was
r dfs,i was used to calculate the pulse overlap, the
material is influenced not only in this focal area, but also in areas adjacent to it. These side-effects have a
direct influence on the surface roughness and thus need to be considered. Table 4 presents the process spot
diameter for the tested materials at both fluencies HP,1 and HP,2.
Table 4. Process spot diameter dps,i

material

objective 1

objective 2

CFRP

50 μm

80 μm

GFRP

30 μm

60 μm

These process spot diameters dps,i were used to re-evaluate the actual pulse overlap pd,x/y. Therefore, for
further discussion of the surface roughness the effective pulse overlap p e based on the process spot diameter is
used.
The results of the surface roughness measurements are depicted in figure 4 dependent on effective pulse
overlap pe.
respect to fluence and pulse overlap. While for CFRP in general the differences between the roughness
achieved with dps,1 and dps,2 was negligible, the GFRP surfaces were smoother when treated with the high
fluence of HP,1 = 0.94 J/mm² available at objective 1. The Ra = 530 μm at an effective pulse overlap of about
pe = 67 % (equals 50 % pulse overlap as in machining parameters, s. table 2) is not taken into account as this
set of parameters lead to a molten and re-solidified surface with strong heat-affected zones. At a fluence of
HP,1 = 0.94 J/mm², no data was obtained for CFRP at an effective pulse overlap of pe = 80 % (equals 50 %
pulse overlap as in machining parameters, s. table 2), as this set of parameters ablated the 4-mm-thick material
almost completely.
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Fig. 4. Surface roughness dependent on effective pulse overlap pe and the utilised fluencies

Using a fluence of HP,1 both materials showed a lower surface roughness at low effective pulse overlaps pe.
Utilising fluence HP,2 the results for surface roughness became better, when a higher effective pulse overlap pe
was chosen, although the graph for GFRP for HP,2 suggests a different behaviour. But the performance of the
objective 2 needs to be taken into account. As mentioned earlier in this article, the fluence of
HP,2 = 0.16 J/mm² was not high enough to effectively ablate the material with pulse overlaps pe < 20 %, which
is the reason, why the surface was almost unaffected (see figure 5). Figure 6 shows a GFRP surface processed
with HP,1 at an effective pulse overlap of pe = 16 %.

60 % pulse overlap

40 % pulse overlap

20 % pulse overlap

0 % pulse overlap

Fig. 5. Different GFRP surface qualities due to varying effective pulse overlaps pe achieved with HP,2

glass fibre roving

epoxy
between
rovings

Fig. 6. Close-up view of a GFRP sample ablated with HP,1 at pe = 16 %

reservoirs
glass fibre

-20 % pulse overlap
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The visual inspection showed no burn-marks or heat-affected zones at the CFRP samples and at the GFRP
treated with the lower fluence of HP,2. The GFRP treated with the high fluence of HP,1 was clearly affected by
induced heat at pulse overlaps of pd,x/y = 0 % (machining parameters, s. table 2) and above resulting in sooty,
burnt, or molten surfaces with extensive burn-marks at the cutting edges (see figure 7).

Fig. 7. CFRP at effective pulse overlap pe = 70 % without any visible heat effects (left)
and heat effects on GFRP at effective pulse overlap pe = 67 % (right) using HP,1 = 0.94 J/mm²

-sections was also performed to identify possible damages, which could
not be detected with visual inspection. For CFRP there were no damages detectable regardless of pulse
overlap and fluence (see figure 8).

a)

objective 1,
50 % effective pulse
overlap
no damages
identifiable
objective 2,
10 % effective pulse
overlap

b)
no damages
identifiable
objective 2,
10 % effective pulse
overlap
c)
no damages
identifiable
Fig. 8. Exemplary cross-sections of CFRP
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A close-up view of the CFRP processed at pe = 10 % effective pulse overlap reveals a spiky surface (see
figure 8 bCFRP at places, where
pulses hit, but not high enough to remove material in the surrounding area.
The GFRP reacted to the induced heat by forming a heat affected zone at high pulse overlaps and high
fluence. Whereas low pulse overlaps showed no signs of heat-based damages (see cross-sections depicted in
figure 9).

a)

objective 1,
67 % effective pulse
overlap
molten glass, orange
coloured area due to
heat
objective 1,
0 % effective pulse
overlap

b)
no damages
identifiable

c)

objective 1,
0 % effective pulse
overlap
no damages
identifiable

Fig. 9. Exemplary cross-sections of GFRP

4. Conclusion
The research presented showed that using an ns-pulsed UV-laser source allows for machining of both
carbon and glass fibre reinforced plastics and it generated basic knowledge regarding the processing times and
surface qualities achievable at different applied fluencies.
Using a fluence of HP,1 = 0.939 J/mm² (objective 1), V = 1 cm³ of GFRP were ablated in t = 18.3 min with
a surface roughness of Ra = 18.176 μm, while the processing of CFRP reached a roughness of Ra = 14.4 μm at
a total volume of V = 0.4 cm³ in t = 18.3 min. While this shows to be more effective in terms of processing
time than utilising the fluence HP,2 = 0.163 J/mm² (CFRP: V = 0.348 cm³, t = 25 min, Ra = 8.1 μm; GFRP:
V = 0.844 cm³, t = 25 min, Ra = 47 μm), a precise identification of this optimum needs to be done.
Also the influence of the pulse overlap on the process time needs to be investigated beyond this point. The
high fluence of HP,1 shows potential to further optimisation as the volume rate for GFRP might increase
beyond 1 mm³/s for pulse overlaps pd,x/y < -50 % (see fig.2).
While pulse overlap has its influence on processing time, it also affects the surface quality. Figure 4
showed that a low roughness can be achieved, when either using a high fluence and low pulse overlap or a
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high pulse overlap and low fluence. Therefore in terms of surface quality, optimal processing parameters are
lying in between and have to be identified as well.
As it was shown, UV-lasers are capable of machining both FRP, but there are issues with high fluencies on
GFRP as that might lead to molten glass, which negatively affects the surface roughness. Current UV-laser
technology developments performed by Coherent, aim for a decrease in pulse duration. This is of interest to
the machining of especially GFRP, since shorter pulses will reduce the necessity for higher fluences, thus
avoiding molten glass in the working area. The Daytona 355-20 already provides 20W at 1 MHz with just 1
ns.
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